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Recently, sequential injection chromatography (SIC) has been proposed to overcome some challenges of HPLC regarding instrumentation cost, tedious operation system procedure, large dimension system, sizable reagent consumption, long system stabilization time and complicated maintenance process. SIC is a new version of flow injection techniques that gathers the advantages of automation, miniaturization, versatility, simplicity and inexpensiveness [1,2]. SIC is a liquid chromatographic/flow-based technique equipped with a monolithic column, low pressure pump, selection valves and fiber optic spectrometric devices [3,4].

The current communication aims to arouse the interest of researchers on the potentials of SIC. Principally, the communication describes the basics, developments and benefits of SIC. In contrast, challenges confronting SIC along with proposed developments are explained as well. Some experimental guidelines for developing SIC methodologies are also provided. Practicable flow rates for conditioning columns, injecting samples and separation, besides suitable volumes of samples and mobile phase for conditioning columns and separation, are all demonstrated. The communication also presents some SIC methods that have been recently developed at our laboratory. In these methods, multi-response optimization processes, using various chemometric approaches, are presented. In addition, the validation results of the SIC methods according to the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry are characterized. Moreover, a comprehensive comparative study on the efficiency of the SIC methods against that of previous HPLC methods are described. The communication, eventually, discusses future perspectives of SIC with respect to sensitivity, selectivity and range of applications.

Schematic diagram of SIC coupled with a miniaturized fibre optic spectrometric devices
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